
 

 
 
 
 
 
REF NO.: S20190822SOYANONGMOUSD365-C10 
SOFT CORPORATE OFFER 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
We, declare with full corporate responsibility and authority, that we are ready, willing 
and able to sell the following product as stated below. 
 
COMMODITY: SOYBEAN NON GMO 
QUANTITY: 20 OOOMT PER MONTH 
TOTAL QUANTITY: 240.000MT 
PACKING: IN BULK 
PRICE: CIF $365/- USD PER METRIC TON 
DESTINATION PORT: CIF BElRA, MOZAMBIQUE (OR ANY SAFE WORLD PORT) 
CONTRACT LENGH: TWELVE MONTHS 
DELIVERY TERMS LIFTING: BULK VESSEL. 
INSPECTION: Quality, Quantity, Weight By SGS OR EQUIVALENT. 
INSURANCE: CARGO INSURANCE 110% OF THE COMMERCIAL INVOICE 
VALUE. 
PAYMENT TERMS: 100% LETTER OF CREDIT. 
ORIGIN: BRAZIL 
PERFOMANCE BOND: 2% 
 
SPECIFICATION: 
Protein - 36%, 
Moisture - no more than 12%, 
Weed impurity - no more than 2%, 
Oil content not less than 18% 
Raw protein content not less than 3% 
Mass oil content not more than 4% 
 
PROCEDURE 
1. BUYER issues lCPO together with BCLlRWA or Bank reference along with full 
banking coordinates. Seller reviews the ICPO and other documents and upon 
acceptance issues the Draft Contract for the Buyer to review and accept. 
2. After the BUYER signs and seals the Draft Contract and agrees with the terms, 
returns the contract to the SELLER and adds their full banking coordinates confirming 
all information needed. 
3. Payment will be relies against loading documents, indicated in the contract and 
LC, when the sellers make the SGS report in the ports of loading and load the goods. 
4. (For CIF term only) Finally, the delivery and shipment begin after all the 
procedures between parties are authorized by finalizing the contract with the 
specified terms and conditions. 
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ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE: 
I. BUYER issues lCPO along with full banking coordinates. 
2. The Buyer's bank (bank-payer), which must issue LC send by SWIFT the message 
to Seller's 
bank about readiness to pay for the requested consignment of goods to the seller's 
bank. 
The Seller's bank after receiving of such SWIFT message from the buyer's bank 
prove the 
Seller's readiness to deliver the product by SWIFT message. 
The draft of the text , which the buyer's bank must send to the seller's bank: 
 
"We, (the name of the buyer's bank) , inform you about our client's readiness to buy 
___ (name of the product) on CIF/FOB basis by the price __ per mt in a quantity 
__mt per month. Our client is ready to issue LC addressed to you after your 
confirmation of the availability of the product. ..." 
 
3. Seller reviews the Icpa and other documents and upon acceptance issues the 
Draft Contract for the Buyer to review and accept. 
4. After the BUYER signs and seals the Draft Contract and agrees with the term s, 
returns the contract to the SELLER and adds their full banking coordinates confirming 
all information needed. 
5. Payment will be relies against loading documents, indicated in the contract and 
LC, when the sellers make the SGS report in the ports of loading and load the goods. 
6. (For CIF term only) Finally, the delivery and shipment begin after all the 
procedures between parties are authori zed by finalizing the contract with the specifi 
ed term s and conditions. 
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